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A cheerful search-and-find book
crammed with zany details

Follow Finn
PETER GOES
The gnomes are on the loose! That’s why Finn and his dog Sep are
racing after them. Follow their chase through ‘Follow Finn’, a
fantastic journey full of fairytale characters and strange creatures,
with a puzzle on every page and a new story in every scene.
Peter Goes created a magnificent search-and-find book of mazes
and more. Your eyes will deceive you from cover to cover as you
search for Finn and Sep in true Where’s Wally style. You’ll also need
to keep your eyes peeled for two little soldiers, a gang of escaped
gnomes, Mr & Mrs Platypus and a present.

Exquisitely drawn. A thrilling challenge for
youngsters which is guaranteed to keep
them absorbed and entertained for hours.
LANCASHIRE POST

Each image is packed with detail, and the text gives the reader
tasks as it tells the story: help Finn gather his clothes, find the keys
to match each lock, locate the beginning and end of each maze …
The background of every two-page spread comes in a different
colour, against which the imaginative black and white drawings –
highlighted here and there with a splash of colour – really come
into their own.

AUTHOR

Peter Goes (b. 1968) studied film animation
and then opted for the theatre world. In his
seventeen years as a stage manager and
technical director he hardly touched a pencil
but did start drawing again in 1999. He now
works as a freelance illustrator. He made his
debut with Timeline, which immediately
became an international success with
translations into more than 20 languages.
ORIGINAL TITLE Feest voor Finn (2017,
Lannoo, 28 pp.)
FORMAT 330 x 250

Goes once said ‘I unwind by delving deeper and deeper into
drawings’, and it is clear that he invites his readers to do the same.
Lose yourself in his labyrinth, and make sure you don’t skip the
endpapers! They too will enchant you.

A murky ramble satisfyingly festooned with
surreal creatures and detail
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